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Abstract
AutoML has been widely used by domain experts without machine learning knowledge to extract actionable insights out of data. However, previous studies only
emphasize the high accuracy of the final answer, which can take several hours, if
not a couple of days to complete. In this paper we present Alpine Meadow, a first
Interactive Automated Machine Learning tool. What makes our system unique is
not only the focus on interactivity, but also the combined systemic and algorithmic
design approach. We design novel algorithms for AutoML search and co-design
the execution runtime to efficiently execute the ML workloads.
We evaluate our system on 300 datasets and compare against other AutoML tools,
including the current NIPS winner, as well as expert solutions. Not only is Alpine
Meadow able to significantly outperform the other AutoML systems while — in
contrast to the other systems — providing interactive latencies, but also outperforms
in 80% of the cases expert solutions over data sets we have never seen before.
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Introduction

Truly democratizing Data Science requires a fundamental shift in the tools we use to analyze data
and build models [16]. On one hand it requires to move away from Python-like scripting languages,
SQL and batch processing to visual and interactive environments [9, 23, 14, 28, 18, 36]. On the other
hand, it requires to significantly reduce the required expertise to build a machine learning pipeline.
Ideally, a user should be able to specify a high-level task (e.g., predict label X based on my data), and
the system automatically composes a machine learning pipeline to achieve that task, including all
necessary data cleaning, feature engineering, and hyper-parameter tuning steps.
The latter challenge is largely referred to as AutoML or Learning to Learn and comes in various flavors.
For example, there already exists a huge amount of work on a subset of the problem: automatic
hyper-parameter tuning and model family selection. Most noticeable, TuPAQ [31, 29], Hyperband
[19] and the various Bayesian Optimization approaches [33, 15, 10] all have the goal to automatically
determine the best model family (e.g., SVM vs Linear regression) or parameters for a given algorithm
(e.g., step-size, kernel, etc.). However, hyper-parameter and model selection is only one aspect of
automatically finding the best ML pipeline for a given task. Rather an end-to-end solution also has to
consider data cleaning operation, feature engineering, and potentially even data augmentation and
transfer learning.
The closest existing solutions, which allow such end-to-end training are probably the recent Learning
to Learn approaches to find neural net (NN) architectures [38, 4]. The view of some “purist” is that
the input of a NN should be the raw data and that the model – if correctly tuned, for example, by an
automatic NN architecture search – should do all the rest. However, deep learning based approaches
only work with huge amount of training data and output a black box solution (i.e., a neural net),
which is extremely hard to interpret. While this approach might be amenable for some scenarios,
many real-world problems are rather small in terms of data size. For example, in the current DARPA
D3M AutoML competition, only 5% out of the 300 datasets are actually larger than 10MB. We made
similar observations when working with our partners in industry and hospitals.
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More importantly though, we are not aware of a single AutoML solution, which can provide interactive
response times to enable users to steer the computation and contribute to the optimization with their
domain knowledge and quickly correct mistakes. For example, a doctor might decide to remove
questionable features from the training set after seeing that the model starts to rely too much on it.
Furthermore, as shown in interactive data exploration [37], interactive response times can improve
the rate at which insights are uncovered: a team might try to build a model quickly during a meeting
rather than having a week-long back and fourth between meetings, coding and running experiments.
In this paper, we present Alpine Meadow, a first interactive AutoML tool, which is intended to be
integrated into a visual environment similar to Tableau or Vizdom [9]. Our end-to-end interactive
and automated machine learning system makes the following contributions: (1) We present a novel
architecture of an AutoML system with interactive responses; (2) We show rule-based optimization,
can be combined with multi-armed bandits, Bayesian optimization and meta-learning to find more
efficiently the best ML pipeline for a given problem. We devise an adaptive pipeline selection
algorithm to prune unpromising pipelines early. (3) We co-design the runtime with the decision
process and decouple these two components to achieve better scalability, and devise sampling, caching
and scheduling strategies to further promote interactivity. (4) We show in our evaluation that Alpine
Meadow significantly outperforms other AutoML systems while — in contrast to the other systems
— provides interactive latencies on over 300 real world datasets. Furthermore, Alpine Meadow
outperforms expert solutions in 80% of the cases for datasets we have never seen before.
To see how Alpine Meadow can be used in an interactive visual environment we refer the interested
reader to http://www.einblick.ai/assets/northstar_demo.mp4.
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Figure 1: Overview of Alpine Meadow
Alpine Meadow is part of Northstar[16], a system for Data Science platform where domain experts
interact with data through an interactive visual environment called Vizdom[9]. In this environment, a
prediction problem can be specified through drag and drop gestures and can be as simple as binary
classification (i.e. spam detection) or as complex as graph community detection. Based on such a
problem specification, Alpine Meadow will automatically begin to search and progressively return
machine learning pipelines to the end-user.
Alpine Meadow essentially consists of two parts: the AutoML component which makes decisions
on which pipelines to evaluate, and the runtime component is responsible for evaluating pipelines
(i.e., training and testing). By decoupling these two components, we can easily scale up Alpine
Meadow by adding more runtime workers. The runtime is able to read data from different file systems
(including local, S3 and HDFS) in various formats (e.g., CSV, Parquet, image). We are working on
integrating with other ML systems (e.g., TensorFlow, PyTorch and Spark) such that we are able to
push computations down to these systems.
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Alpine Meadow AutoML

The general optimization loop of Alpine Meadow is shown in Figure 2. Alpine Meadow first creates a
search space and employ a two-step selection algorithm to find promising pipelines, then we evaluate
and prune these candidate pipelines, and use the evaluation results as the feedbacks to update the
search space model. In the following, we outline the different steps in more detail.
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Figure 2: Optimization loop: (1) search space model, (2) logical-plan selection, (3) physical-plan
selection, (4) pipelines evaluation and pruning, (5) search space model update, (6) data augmentation
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Figure 3: An example pipeline. The boxes in red show fixed hyper-parameters and they compose a
physical pipeline plan with this DAG. While the boxes in green give distribution of hyper-parameters
and they compose a logical pipeline with this DAG.
Data scientists rely on their expertise and past experience to solve challenging problems. We imitated
this process by adapting the idea of rule-based search space definition commonly used in database
optimizers to our AutoML system. Rules in our system encapsulate best practices similar to those
data scientists might use. We propose three kinds of rules: primitive, parameter and enforcement
rules to generate the search space of logical pipelines (we will use pipeline and plan interchangeably).
A logical pipeline is a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) of primitives, with their hyper-parameters’
domain specification (not fixed), and by assigning a set of hyper-parameter values to a logical pipeline,
we get a physical pipeline, which is an end-to-end solution for the given problem. Figure 3 gives an
example of logical pipeline and physical pipeline.
Primitive Rules add new primitives to the search space dependent on the task (e.g., using different
algorithms for classification, regression, recommendation, or graph-related problems) or the dataset
schema (e.g., applying one-hot encoding for categorical features). Until now, we have integrated close
to hundred primitive rules derived from winning Kaggle competitions, expert solutions to problems
provided by DARPA, and interviews with data scientists. These rules, for example, include things
like encoding categorical features, scaling numerical values, imputation of empty values, selection of
features, choosing models for different problem types, extracting features from raw text and images,
building the graphs for graph datasets etc.
Parameter Rules generate reasonable distributions for hyper-parameters of primitives. For example,
a rule might be that the set of possible values for the kernel of a SVM are linear, poly, sigmoid or rbf,
or that the value for the regularization factor λ should be sampled from a log uniform distribution.
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Enforcement Rules check the feasibility of a logical pipeline. Not every generated logical pipeline
is feasible. For example, most algorithms will fail if not all the categorical features are encoded into
numerical values or raw data (e.g., text) are not featurized. Alpine Meadow uses enforcement rules to
validate logical pipeline and aborts the generation of unfeasible ones.
When executing primitive rules, we introduce some randomness such that it is possible to build very
complicated pipelines (e.g., run standard scaling on some subset of columns and min-max scaling on
another set of columns, and then combine them and do PCA).
3.2

Pipeline Selection

Logical Pipeline Selection. To extract logical pipelines out of the search space, we formulate it as a
multi-armed bandit problem and employ a combination of Upper Confidence Bound (UCB) [8] and
-greedy [32] algorithm to achieve the tradeoff between exploitation and exploration.
To promote interactivity, we devise a cost-aware scoring model when computing the upper confidence
bound as follows:

sk = µk +

θ
· δk
ck

(1)

where µk and δk are the mean and standard deviation of the rewards (i.e., quality of the logical
pipeline plan, e.g., accuracy) and ck is the cost, or execution time, for logical pipeline k based on the
past history, and θ is a factor on how much risk we want to take to try a pipeline, which might have a
high upside (i.e., variance).
This selection model requires the past history of logical pipelines, to “warm-start” the selection
process, we adopt some meta-learning techniques [11] and integrate it into the above scoring model.
Physical Pipeline Selection. We employ Bayesian Optimization, specifically Sequential ModelBased Optimization (SMBO) [13], to build a model of f to keep track of which are the most
promising regions in the search space. Based on SMBO we create k physical pipelines for each
logical pipeline (we set k as 10 in our implementation), and pushes them into a shared queue that
is consumed by the evaluation module as described next. Here, again we not only pick the most
promising hyper-parameters, but also introduce some random candidates in its physical pipeline
candidate-list to avoid to get stuck in local optimum point. Once those physical pipelines evaluation
is complete, their scores are returned and we use them to update the scoring model for logical pipeline
selection and the surrogate model of SMBO.
3.3

Evaluation and Pruning

To achieve incremental computation and return results early, as well as reduce the computational
resources spent on bad pipelines we devised Adaptive Pipeline Selection (APS), a bandits-based
pruning strategy able to detect bad performing pipelines, without using the whole training set.
APS gets as input a dataset D, and it splits into a training dataset Dtrain and a validation dataset
Dvalidation . As shown in Algorithm 1, it further splits the train-set into N smaller samples of the
1
N
same size Dtrain
, . . . , Dtrain
(we set N as 10 in our implementation). At each sub-epoch i, APS
1
2
i
trains the pipeline over the partial training sample Dtrain
∪ Dtrain
∪ . . . , Dtrain
(union of first i data
splits), and evaluate the errors over the partial training sample errtrain and the validation sample
errvalidation . We use errtrain as the lower bound of the final test error, therefore if the errtrain is
above the best validation error seen so far, we terminate it.
For more details on the optimization process, the interested reader is referred to [27].
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Alpine Meadow Runtime

Another aspect what makes Alpine Meadow unique is, that it is fully integrated into Northstar and uses
its existing sampling engine. In order to provide interactive speed for data exploration, Northstar’s
backend IDEA uses sophisticated sampling and progressive query computation techniques. Alpine
Meadow uses these capabilities for its AutoML tuning.
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Algorithm 1: Adaptive Pipeline Selection (APS)
Input: Pipeline pipeline, D
Output: Score (negation of error)
Split D into Dtrain and Dvalidation .
1
N
Split Dtrain into equal-sized Dtrain
, . . . , Dtrain
;
foreach i ∈ 1 . . . N do
1...i
Train pipeline on Dtrain
;
errvalidation ← Test pipeline on Dvalidation ;
if errvalidation < errbest then
errbest ← errvalidation ;
yield -errvalidation ;
1...i
;
errtrain ← Test pipeline on Dtrain
if errtrain > errbest then
return -inf
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return -errvalidation

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Sampling. Alpine Meadow uses Northstar’s user-defined sampling strategy, which makes the adaptive
pipeline selection (discussed in Section 3.3) trivial to implement.
Caching. Lots of ML pipelines share the same primitives, similar to how data exploration queries
share a lot of the same operations. Hence, we can also leverage Northstar’s caching features. For
example, if we apply transfer learning by using a pre-trained neural network to extract features, we
cache its results such that pipelines can avoid redundant computation.
Scheduling. Northstar implements several scheduling strategy, which aim to optimize the overall
experience for the user (e.g., getting an initial result quickly is more important than improving a result
by including more data). These scheduling techniques turned out to be also useful in an environment,
which combines data exploration and model building.
Scalability. As we have mentioned, by decoupling the AutoML and runtime, we are able to scale up
by adding more runtime workers. We are also actively working on directly executing workloads in
other ML systems, e.g., training neural networks in Tensorflow or PyTorch.
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Evaluation

Datasets. For the majority of our evaluation, we use the datasets provided by the DARPA D3M
competition [1]. DARPA’s program on Data Driven Discovery of Models (D3M) has the goal to build
tools to automatically build models for a given task with and without human feedback. There are 300
datasets in total: 220 classification datasets, the smallest being 151 records large, the largest being
1025000 records large, and 80 regression datasets, the smallest being 159 and the largest being 89640
records large.
Baselines. We compare against four baselines: (1) hand-made solutions from DARPA: while
some DARPA solutions are state-of-the-art highly tuned solutions, others only represent reasonable
solutions; a solution a relatively experienced data scientist can manually come up with in a few days;
(2) auto-sklearn (version 0.4): automatically searched solutions from auto-sklearn [10], which is
the state-of-art open-source AutoML system; (3) TPOT (version 0.9) : an interactive AutoML system
using genetic programming [25]; (4) Azure (as of March 2019): Microsoft Azure AutoML (based on
[24]). The experiments are restricted to AutoML, while feature engineering and other transformation
primitives are not evaluated.
Results. We compare the performances of these systems over time in Figure 4(a) and across datasets
in Figure 5. For more experiment results, please refer to our full paper [27].
Figure 4(a) shows when the first result was returned by the individual systems. We note that Alpine
Meadow is able to return solutions for over a third of the datasets within 1 second and for all datasets
after 26 seconds with an average time per dataset of 2.76 seconds. This can be largely contributed
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Figure 4: (a) Time to produce first result per dataset (more early results implies better interactivity)
(b) Relative rank of the solutions averaged over all datasets (with 95% confidence bands) over time
(lower is better).
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Figure 5: Comparisons of Alpine Meadow with different systems across multiple test datasets.
Normalized scores are computed as Alpine Meadow’s score over the other system’s score. Scores are
discretized into “better’: Alpine Meadow outperforms other system, “same”: scores are equal, and
“worse”: Alpine Meadow performs worse than other system.
to the adaptive execution strategy. The curve of auto-sklearn went down because results were
collected from runs of different time limits, so it found a pipeline for some datasets in a run of short
time while failed to do so in a run of long time. Second, in Figure 4(b) we show how the relative
average rank (over all test datasets) of the three systems evolves over time. Lower rank is better.
Alpine Meadow consistently holds the best rank throughout the entire time span.
The discretized results of comparison between different systems on all datasets are summarized in
Figure 5. Overall, Alpine Meadow outperforms or equals Azure in 70% of the datasets, 79% for
auto-sklearn and 74% for TPOT.
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Conclusion

We have discussed a new system for Interactive Automated Machine Learning. This low-latency
automatic selection, based on Multi-Armed Bandits, Bayesian Optimization and Meta-Learning
theory, efficiently explores the pipeline search space and enables domain experts to bring value to the
optimization process. Besides, we decouple the runtime from the AutoML component and employ
sampling and caching to execute efficiently for ML workloads, and we introduce interactivity-aware
scheduling and apply parallelism extensively to further reduce the response time. We have tested
Alpine Meadow on datasets with very heterogeneous characteristics, from sample size to feature
types. Our experiments show that when compared against state-of-the-art systems or expert-solutions,
Alpine Meadow generally generates better results in a shorter amount of time. Please refer to
http://www.einblick.ai/assets/northstar_demo.mp4 for a demo of how Alpine Meadow
can be used in an interactive visual environment.
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A

Related Work

AutoML Systems: Most automated ML systems focus on automated learning algorithm selection
and hyper-parameter tuning [30, 5, 21, 20, 38, 12, 7] to make machine learning curation fully
automated for non-ML experts. Spark TuPAQ [30] and Hyperband [19] use variations of multiarmed bandit (MAB) algorithm to better allocate computational resources for hyper-parameter tuning.
However, their search space is limited to hyper-parameter sets for a few (often, user specified)
learning algorithms. The output ML pipeline is not practical in that the real-world problems require
end-to-end pipeline curation with careful feature engineering/selection and data transformation. One
major drawback of MAB-based approach is that the number of arms (a unique configuration/pipeline)
explodes with the size of the search space, and the total number of arms can easily exceed the memory
size for a full search space with models, hyper-parameters and pre-processors.
Auto-WEKA [33, 15] or its sister package Auto-sklearn [10] solves the problem of learning algorithm
selection and their associated hyper-parameter optimization in a combined search space. They
also consider various feature selection and data transformation methods to generate end-to-end ML
pipelines. Auto-WEKA uses Sequential Model-based Algorithm Configuration (SMAC) to explore
the large search space, which is partly discrete and conditional as each selected algorithm has a
different set of associated hyper-parameters. The idea is that, instead keeping track of all the possible
configurations, the search moves towards a more promising region based on the previous search and
evaluation results. Unfortunately, standalone SMAC optimization for the large search space can still
run for hours if not days. In addition, Auto-WEKA and its search space construction is limited to
classification and regression problems only.
TPOT [25] is a tree-based pipeline optimization tool using genetic programming while requiring little
to no input nor prior knowledge from the user. Microsoft has recently introduced an AutoML tool
via Azure, based on the work of [24]. They build predictive ML pipelines combining collaborative
filtering and Bayesian Optimization (BO). In particular they model the search space as probability
distribution defined by a Probabilistic Matrix Factorization [17] and than use expected improvement
as acquisition function to choose the most promising pipelines.
In Alpine Meadow, we combine BO with MAB to construct more compact (and dense) search space
for Bayesian Optimization, which results in more accurate and efficient search. Additionally, the
current implementation can work with existing (WEKA [2] and Scikit-learn [26]) ML libraries
as well as custom ML primitives for more complex problems. As a result, Alpine Meadow can
support more complex problem types (e.g., graph matching, image and audio classification, etc.), and
more importantly, Alpine Meadow finds a comparable ML pipeline much more efficiently and can
progressively improve the quality of the pipeline.
The interactivity aspect differentiates Alpine Meadow from other systems: we design time-based
cost models preferring fast pipelines early on, incremental training pipelines, and pipeline early
termination to provide better interactivity.
Human-In-The-Loop Data Analytics: There are tools and systems that focus on the human-in-theloop aspect of data science. Hellix aims to accelerate the iterative ML model training with responsive
user feedback [35]. Vizdom [9] provides a unique pen-and-touch interface for the user to easily
construct ML workflows and interactively refine the analytics/ML pipelines. Most industry cloud ML
services, such as TensorFlow [3], Amazon SageMaker and Azure Machine Learning [24], fall into
this category, in that they provide fully-managed environment for ML applications. Unlike systems,
the focus is not automated end-to-end pipeline curation; the services provide programmable APIs
or web-based interface for ML workflow construction and managed computing resources for the
deployment. Alpine Meadow targets domain experts or users without ML expertise, and instead of
requiring the user to construct a working ML workflow with selected algorithms and pre-processors,
the system generates one based on the problem description and the data.
Neural Architecture Search: Also related to our work is neural architecture search, in that we
consider deep neural networks as one of the learning algorithms. Alpine Meadow currently uses
transfer learning [34], a general framework for re-using models leaned in one task for other tasks, in
order to quickly train a neural architecture model. This limits the search space to a fixed architectures
(e.g., the depth and width of hidden layers, skip connections). Neural networks are hard to design
from scratch, and there are many proposed solution using similar Bayesian Optimization [22, 6] or
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Reinforcement Learning techniques [38]. In the future, we will integrate some of the automated
neural architecture design techniques for the tasks where deep learning is known to perform best.
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